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Homework Timetable
You are expected to spend 30 minutes on each subject shown on your timetable each day.
Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work: half a page per subject.
You should also spend 20 minutes reading each night, which you should record in your reading log on page 5.
You can use your KOs and book in a
variety of ways (see next page) but you
should not just copy from the Knowledge
Organiser into your book.
Your teacher will tell you how they would
like you to use your Knowledge Organiser
each week. These instructions will appear
on Class Charts. You should always mark
your work using a different coloured pen
Your teacher may follow up your
Knowledge Organiser work with an online
activity that uses the knowledge you
have been studying.
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Examples of Activities
These are a small sample of activities that teachers could ask you to complete.

Read, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Good for learning definitions and vocabulary

Useful when coming to the end of a topic

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section you
want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.
Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.

Step 6: Check your answers with a tick
for correct answers or a cross for
incorrect.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with the
information from that section.

Step 1: Read the part of the section you
want to remember.

Step 1: Copy the diagram, leaving labels
blank

Step 2: Draw a mind map with the key
information without looking at the page.
Step 3: Add any extra information that
provides more detail about the topic

Step 2: Use Read, Cover, Write method
to fill in the blank labels.

Step 4: Check your answers using the
information in all three sections of the
Knowledge Organiser.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes

Step 3: Check your answers using your
class notes or ask your teacher to check
in your next lesson.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 6: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram and
give specific examples.
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Reading Log
Spring Term

Time

Score

Range

Username: ____________________________
Password: ____________________________

Please tick the reading log on each day that you read for 20 minutes or more and make sure each week it is signed.
Week

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Book(s) read (Title and author)

AR Quiz % Score and Date

Parent/Guardian/ Staff
Signature

28/2

7/3

14/3

21/3

28/3

4/4

Half
term
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Subject: English Year 8 Gothic and the supernatural
Genre Conventions (Typical features)
Supernatural characters

Frightening characters such as witches or wolves.

Analysing texts – what, why, how
WHAT has the writer
done?

The writer has:
depicted/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ repeated/ focused
upon…

Mythical/fantastical creatures

Creatures that don’t exist in real life, or are modified
versions of ones that do.

Setting

Often set in everyday places like houses or churches –
make the ordinary seem scary.

How has the writer
done this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun “__________” which
suggests ______________

Hinting at things earlier on in the story that will become
important or sinister later on. This can be through the
use of symbols or signs

WHY has the writer
done this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to: Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/
entertain
The writer might also have wanted the reader to:
Feel (insert emotion) because…
Empathise with…because
Understand that…because…

Foreshadowing

Sound

Described in dramatic detail. Silence is used to build
suspense and is often broken by a loud or unexpected
noise.

Innocent characters

A victim or character who is the opposite to the
supernatural character and the reader may sympathise
with

Vocabulary tier 2

Definitions

Comparing things together directly using ‘was’ or ‘is’: ‘The dog is a devil’.

Simile

Comparing things together using ‘as’ or ‘like’: ‘The boy moved like a ghost.’

Personification

Giving an object human characteristics: ‘The braches waved in the breeze.’

Foreshadowing

Hinting at something that will have importance later in the text.

To change the form or quality of something
Related words: modification, modifier

Perspective

Point of view the story is being told from.

First person

A story told using the pronoun ‘I’.

To lay open, reveal, or show. Perhaps not always with someone’s awareness or
permission.
Related words: exposure, overexposure, underexposure, compose, composure

Second person

A story told using the pronoun ‘You’.

Third person

A story told using the pronoun ‘He/She/They’.

A being or existence
Related words: non-entity

Repetition

Saying the same thing more than once for emphasis

Symbolism

The use of symbols to represent an idea or quality.

To accept, admit or recognise something, or the truth or existence of something.
To know – acknowledge
Related words: know, knowledge, acknowledged, unacknowledged

Phenomenon
noun

Something that is impressive, unusual, extraordinary or remarkable
Related words: phenomenal, phenomena (plural)

Expose
verb

Entity
noun

Definitions

Metaphor

Acknowledge
verb

Modify
verb

Vocabulary – tier 3

Subject: Maths Year: 8 Term: Spring 2
Section 2: Key Fact/Methods/Processes/Questions

Section 1: Key Vocabulary
Tier 3 vocabulary

Definition

Term (sequence)

One of the separate items in a
sequence.

Position
(sequence)

A number that counts where a term is
in a sequence. In the sequence 2,4,6,8
the second term (n=2) is 4.

Term to term rule

A rule that links a term in a
sequence with the previous term.

Common
difference

If a sequence goes up or down by the
same amount each term it has a
common difference. Therefore the
sequence is a linear sequence.

Linear Sequence

A number pattern with a common
difference.

Geometric
sequence

A sequence where the previous term
is multiplied by a constant.

nth term

A rule that links the term in the
sequence with the position in the
sequence. This is written as an
expression in terms of n. E.g. 2n+3

Expression

A mathematical statement written
using symbols, numbers or letters.

Fibonacci style
Sequence

The next number is found by adding
up the two numbers before it.
E.g. 4, 7, 11, 18, 29, …

Tier 2 vocabulary

Definition

Sequence

A set of numbers or other objects
arranged in order that follow a rule.

Increasing
sequence
Decreasing
sequence
Pattern

Each term is greater than the last.

Increase

To make something greater.

Decrease

To make something lesser.

Each term is less than the last term.
An arrangement of repeated parts.

Square Numbers
1,4,9,16,25,…

… the pattern that forms squares

Section 3: Possible exam/CAF-style questions
1. Fill in the blanks of the sequences.
i) …. , -4, -1, …. , 5 ,
ii) 0.5, 3, …. , 8 ,
iii) -13, …. , …. , 8, …. , 22
2. What are the first 5 terms of the sequence n2+2?

Triangle Numbers
Triangular numbers from
the sequence that comes
from a pattern of dots that form a triangle. 1,3,6,10,15,21
...
The Fibonacci Sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, …
Starts with 1, 1, the next number is found by adding up
the two numbers before it.
The term to term rule for this
sequence is add 2. Therefore
the common difference is +2.
What are the first 5 terms for the sequence 10n+5?
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5
10x1+5
10x2+5
10x3+5 10x4+5
10x5+5
10+5
20+5
30+5
40+5
50+5
15,
25,
35,
45,
55,
The first five terms are 15, 25, 35, 45, 55.

Calculate the nth term for the sequence 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, …

…… , …… , …… , …… , …… ,
3. What is the term to term rule for the sequence:
4, 8, 16, 32, …?
4. What is the nth term of these sequences:
i) 2, 4, 6, 8, …
ii) 3, 5, 7, 9, …
iii) 10, 14, 18, 22, …
iv) 5, 2, -1, -4, …
5. i) Is 52 in the sequence n+1?
Ii) Is 52 in the sequence 3n+1?
Iii) Is 101 in the sequence 2n+4?
6. What is the nth term of the number of matchsticks
used in this pattern?

+2

The term to term rule is +3, the common difference is +3.
This means part of the nth term is 3n, we write the 3
times table above the sequence to find how far away we
are from the sequence. 3+2=5.
Therefore 3n+2 is the nth term.
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Year 8 Science
Section B: The Periodic table key vocabulary

Section A: Ecosystems Processes key vocabulary
Key word

Definition

Photosynthesis

A process where plants and algae
turn carbon dioxide and water into
glucose and release oxygen.

Chlorophyll

Green pigment in plants and algae
which absorbs light energy.

Stomata

Pores in the bottom of a leaf which
open and close to let gases in and
out.

Starch

A long-chain polymer of glucose
molecules joined together made by
plants during photosynthesis.

Cellulose

The main substance found in plant
cell walls and helps the plant to
remain stiff and strong.

Inheritance, Periodic Table, Forces

Key word

Definition

Periodic
table

Shows all the elements arranged in rows and columns.

Physical
properties

Features of a substance that can be observed without
changing the substance itself.

Chemical
properties

Features of the way a substance reacts with other
substances.

Groups

Columns of the Periodic table.

Periods

Rows of the Periodic table.

Section C: Forces key vocabulary
Key word
Mass

The amount of matter present in an object.

Weight

Is a force due to the pull of gravity on an object.

Gravity

Is a force that attracts objects towards each
other.

Pressure

Is a measure of how much force is acting on an
area.

Contact force

Where objects must touch each other to exert a
force (e.g. push, pull and twist).

Section E Titration and Reactivity Series
Non-contact force

Section D: Leaf section diagram

Definition

where objects do not have to touch each other to
have an effect (e.g. gravity, magnetism).

Speed

tells you how fast or slow an object is moving.

Friction

Is the force which is caused when two surfaces
rub against one another.

Section G: Power station

Atomic
number

Symbol
Atomic
mass
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HISTORY

How did the Industrial Revolution change Britain?
How useful is this cartoon for helping us understand the
problems that existed in Industrial towns?

A: Industrial Revolution Key Vocabulary
Industrial
Revolution

The time of great change when people
began to make goods in factories using
machines.

Empire

A group of countries controlled by one.

Economy/
Economic

A term used to categorise aspects linked to
money and trade.

Population

All the inhabitants of a particular place.

Raw
materials

Usually natural materials, e.g. coal, iron ore,
cotton, which have to be turned into
finished goods in a factory.

Turnpike
Trust

Group of people who got together to keep a
stretch of road in good repair. These were
much like toll roads/bridges today.

Invest

When people put money into a business in
order to make even more money.

Birth/Death
rate

The number of people being born or dying
per 1000 people in the population.
Process of dividing up the land so that
individual farmers were responsible for
making sure that their piece of land
produced as much food as possible.

Enclosure

Agriculture

The practice of farming, including
cultivation of the soil for the growing of
crops and the rearing of animals to provide
food, wool, and other products.

Exploitation

Taking advantage of someone in order to
benefit yourself.
A deadly disease spread through dirty
drinking water.

Cholera
Petition

A document signed by a lot of people which
asks a government to do a particular thing.
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1760

The Industrial Revolution begins around
1760 in the textile industry in Great Britain.

1764
1779

Bridgewater Canal was built.
Entrepreneur, Richard Arkwright opened a
cotton spinning mill using his invention, the
water frame.
First large-scale Luddite riot took place in
Arnold, Nottingham.
First passenger railway opens.
Factory Act is passed to protect children in
the textile industry.
Public Health Act was passed which made
local councils responsible for public health

1811
1825
1833
1875

International Buying and selling goods between
trade
countries.
Entrepreneur Someone who makes money from
establishing a business.

C: Industrial Revolution Key Dates

B: Industrial Revolution Key Knowledge
Why was British industry so successful during the
Industrial Revolution?

How did transport develop during the Industrial
Revolution?

Growing population- The more people there were,
the more goods were bought and the more money
was made. The more children there were, the more
workers for the factories
Growing overseas trade- The more money was made
from trade, the more could be invested in improving
British industry and transport. Raw materials were
brought in, created jobs for people in factories. These
products could then be sold abroad.
Lots of raw materials- These materials could be easily
accessed then used in industry.
Improved transport- This means raw materials can be
transported easier and quicker, as can products and
even ideas!
Farmers grow more food- We can support a growing
population.
Entrepreneurs- They have ideas and know how to
make money out of them that can then be invested!

Roads: Turnpike Trusts were used to improve main
roads, for which a toll was charged. In the early 1800s,
investment in Britain's roads was more than £3 million
a year. Between 1803 and 1821, Thomas Telford alone
built 1000 miles of road, including 1000 bridges.
Canals: About £20 million was invested in canalbuilding between 1755 and 1835. There was 'Canal
Mania' in the 1790s and famous canal-builders include
James Brindley and Thomas Telford. By 1850, the
canal network covered 4,000 miles.
Trains: There was a 'Railway Mania' in the 1840s. £3
billion was spent building the railways between 1845
and 1900. In 1870, 423 million passengers travelled on
16,000 miles of line.
The railways helped industry transport raw material
cheaply and farmers and manufacturers take their
products further, quicker. Jobs were created,
newspapers grew, attendance at football matches
increased, holidays to the seaside became popular,
fresh food such as mi9lk and fish were available in the
cities and travel was revolutionised!

Geography – Threatened
places and people
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Biodiversity

The number of species of plants and
animals in one location
Tiny crustaceans that are the most
abundant creatures in the ocean

Copepod
Coral polyps

Tiny animals that make up a coral
reef

Erosion

Process where earthen materials
are worn away by natural processes

Indigenous

The ocean becoming more acidic as
it absorbs more carbon dioxide

Palm oil

A vegetable oil used in up to 50% of
the products found in supermarkets

Slums

An urban area characterised by rundown housing and poverty

Threatened

Ocean acidification

Meeting our own needs without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet theirs
Having an uncertain chance of
continued survival

Urbanisation

An increase in the proportion of
people living in urban areas

Vulnerability

A measure of the extent to which a
geographical area is likely to be
damaged or disrupted

Section C: What are the threats to coral reefs?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The first people that lived in a
region

Ocean
acidification

Sustainability

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Section B: Threatened indigenous tribes
The Akuntsu Tribe
The El Molo Tribe
The Jarawa Tribe
The Nukak Tribe
The Sentinelese Tribe

•
•
•
•
Section E: Characteristics of a slum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Houses often built out of scrap materials
10+ people can be sharing only one room
One water tap and toilet may have to serve up to 100
people
Many houses don’t have electricity
No sewage system so it is left in the street and can
pollute drinking water
Limited healthcare so diseases spread quickly
There is often an extremely good community spirit
Neighbours will help each other in times of difficulty
Some areas of a slum will have services like shops and
restaurants

Climate change – increasing ocean
temperatures
Climate change – increasing ocean
acidification
Overfishing
Plastic pollution
Tourism
Farming – chemicals washing into the water
Section D: Impacts of melting in the Arctic
New shipping routes would open up throughout
the Arctic
More oil and gas deposits would become
accessible
Sea levels would rise around the world
Many animals would be at risk of extinction
Tropical storms, droughts and flooding could all
become more common
Holbeck Hall after it collapsed
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RE

What are the different beliefs about Life After Death?
B. Life After Death Key Knowledge

A.

Life After Death Key Vocabulary

Atman

Soul in Hinduism

Evidence

Proof that something does
or does not exist
Freedom from the cycle of
samsara and one with
Brahman
Souls from people who have
passed away
the idea that the soul lives
on after the death of the
body
Action, the law of cause and
effect, that all thoughts and
actions have results
When someone about to die
has an out of body
experience
Unexplained things which
are thought to have spiritual
causes e.g. ghosts, mediums
The idea that life must have
some benefits for it to be
worth living
The cycle of birth, death and
rebirth, the belief that, after
death, souls are reborn
The belief that, after death,
the body stays in the grave
until the end of the world
when it is raised
The belief that life is holy
and belongs to God

Moksha

Ghosts
Immortality of
the soulKarma

Near- death
experience
Paranormal

Quality of life

Reincarnation

Resurrection

Sanctity of life

Soul

The spiritual part of a
human that can never die.

Paranormal

Hindu Beliefs

Christian
Beliefs

Day of the
Dead

Why do some
people not
believe in life
after death?

Near death experience: When someone is clinically dead and then comes back to life, after a
heart attack or operation, and can remember what happened. Sometimes they see bright lights
or dead relatives.
Evidence of a Spirit World: Evidence of a spirit world Some people believe ghosts, Ouija boards
and mediums prove there is a life after death. Mediums, such as TV’s John Edwards, claim to
speak to dead people in the spirit world.
Evidence of reincarnation: Some people have reincarnation experiences, where they believe
they have lived before. An example was a boy called Cameron (TV’s The Boy who lived Before)
who believed he had lived in a past life.
Hindus believe their actions in their current life will affect their next life. Hindus therefore aim to
live in a way that will cause each of their lives to be better than the life before, by doing good
deeds and gaining good karma. They believe that when a person dies their soul is reborn in a
new body. This will not necessarily be a human body as they might be reincarnated as any type
of creature or find themselves in heaven or hell. All these reincarnations are temporary.
Achieving moksha can take many lifetimes. One way to help achieve this is yoga as it is believed
you can purify yourself from bad karma.
Some Christians believe in the resurrection of the body and others believe in immortality of the
soul. All Christians believe in heaven. Christians believe in life after death because: • Jesus rose
from the dead • The Bible and the Creeds say there is life after death • The Church teaches that
there is life after death • The soul is something that can never die and life after death gives
meaning and purpose to life. They believe that how they live their lives will decide what happens
to them when they die: • They will therefore live a good Christian life • Go to church, pray and
worship God • Follow the parable of the sheep and the goats – and help those in need
The Day of the Dead (Spanish: Día de Muertos) is a Mexican holiday celebrated in Mexico and
elsewhere associated to the Catholic celebrations of All Saints' Day and All Souls' Day. The multiday holiday involves family and friends gathering to pray for and remember friends and family
members who have died. The Day of the Dead reminds people to appreciate our loved ones. The
festival teaches people that there is life after death. The festival celebrates the importance of
family history.
Some people do not believe in God and believe this life is all there is. They do not believe in life
after death because: • They do not believe in God and that there is no where for life after death
to happen • The different religions all say something different, if there was a life after death
they would all say the same thing • Evidence of the paranormal has all been challenged by
scientists • Mediums could be making it up; near death experiences could be a trick of the brain
and reincarnation experiences could be lies • Space journeys have shown there is no heaven
above the sky • Science shows that the soul cannot live without the body, so when the body dies
the soul dies too, there is no need for life after death.

SPANISH – Summer Festivals
Section C – La Tomatina

Section A – Summer festivals
un festival = a festival
una fiesta = a party
una procesión/un desfile = a
parade
el ambiente = the
atmosphere
la comida = the food
la música = the music
fuegos artificiales = fireworks

San Fermín = Saint Fermín
(running of the bulls in Pamplona).
7-14 julio
los toros = the Bulls
el encierro = the bullrun
una corrida de toro = a bull fight

Las Fallas = Las Fallas
(setting scultpures on
fire in Valencia).
15-19 marzo
un fuego = a fire
los niñots = las Fallas
sculptures

Pienso
es divertido = is fun
que = I
podría causar daño = could cause harm
lanzar
think
es una locura = is a crazy thing to do
that tomates =
es una pérdida de comida y agua = is a
throwing
Creo
waste of food and water
que = I tomates
es para los jóvenes = is for young
believe
people
that
Section D – San Fermín

La Semana Santa = Holy Week
(Processions to remember the Christ’s
death. Celebrated in Andalucía (Sevilla
is most famous for this.)
Pascua = Easter
Los nazarenos = the people in the
parade El cristo = Christ
La virgen = the virgin Mary
Los tronos = the heavy scenes they
carry

La Tomatina = the
Tomatina (tomato
throwing festival in
Buñol)
El último miércoles
en agosto
Los tomatoes =
tomatoes
Tirar/lanzar = to
throw

El torero es una forma de arte =
Estoy de acuerdo
Bullfighting is a form of art.
(con) = I agree
Las corridas de toros son crueles = Bull
(with)
fights are cruel.
El encierro es emocionante = the bull run
No estoy de
is exciting.
acuerdo (con) = I
Los fuegos artificiales son demasiados
don’t agree (with)
peligrosos. = the fireworks are too
dangerous.
Section E – Example paragraph

Section B – Las Fallas

 Me
encanta
 Me gusta
 No me
gusta
 Odio

increíble/s = incredible
el ambiente = the
es = inolvidable/s = unforgettable
atmosphere
it is
alarmante/s = scary
porque =
el desfile = the parade
fascinante/s = fascinating
because
el festival = the festival
son =
loco/a/s = crazy
ver los niñots = to see ya que = as
they
aburrido/a/s = boring
dado que =
the figures
are
peligroso/a/s = dangerous
ver los fuegos artificiales given that
ruiodoso/a/s = noisy
= see the fireworks
cruel/es = cruel
la música = the music
tradicional/es = traditional

Me encanta el festival de las Fallas ya que el ambiente
es increíble. Pienso que la Tomatina es peligroso. Creo
que lanzar tomates podría causar daño. No estoy de
acuerdo con las corridas de toro durante el festival de
San Fermín dado que es cruel. Me gusta la Semana
Santa porque es tradicional. I love Las Fallas as the
atmosphere is incredible. . I think that the Tomatina is
dangerous. I believe that throwing tomates could cause
harm. I don’t agree with the bullfights during the San
Fermín festival given that it is cruel. I like Semana12
Santa
because it’s traditional.

Netball
Rules and regulations










2 teams of 7 players
Centre pass: After each goal, play
restarts with a centre pass.
Contact: you must not touch, or
push an opponent.
Footwork: You must not move your
landing foot or take 3 steps whilst in
possession of the ball
Held ball: You can only hold the ball
for 3 seconds
Obstruction: You must be 1 metre
away from your opponent.
Replay: You cannot bounce the ball
to yourself
Shooting: Only the GA and GS can
shoot and only inside the ‘D’

Netball - 7 Positions
GK- goal keeper
GD- goal defence

Football

Key terms

Bounce pass - passing the ball
quickly and low to the ground
over a very short distance.
Chest pass - Used for passing the
ball quickly over short distances
Dodging – Used to outwit your
opponent get free into space to
receive the ball
Shoulder pass- Used for passing
the ball over long distances to
get the ball quickly down the
court.
Signalling - Used to show a
teammate that you are ready to
catch the ball and the direction
you want them to throw into

Rules and regulations


2 teams, each with a maximum of eleven players;
one must be the goalkeeper
 A kick-off starts both halves
 Players must not use excessive force against an
opponent
 Offside (offence): when a player goes behind the
line of opposing defenders before the ball
 Handling the ball: Players are not allowed to use
their hands or arms unless they are the goalkeeper
 A corner kick is awarded when the defencing team
kicks the ball over the goal line
 A goal kick is awarded when a ball passes wholly
over the goal line, having last touched an attacking
team player has been kicked to them
 A free kick is awarded to the opposing team when a
player is guilty of an offence
 A penalty kick is awarded if a player commits a
direct free kick offence inside their penalty area.

Football - Positions

Key terms

GS- goal shooter
GA- goal attack

WD- wing defence
WA- wing attack
C- centre

Attacking

Balance

Coordination

Crossing

Corner

Defending Dominant/ non-dominant
foot

Dribble Free Kick

Lofted

pass

Penalty Shoot

Tackle

Throw-in
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Year 8 Design and Technology - Engineering
Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Design Brief

A short statement describing
the aim/product

Specification
Aesthetics
Cost

A set of detailed points
describing the product
The appearance of the
product
How much a product cost to
make and buy

Customer

Who will buy and/or use the
product

Environment

What impact will the product
have on the environment

Size

The dimensions and weight
of the product

Safety

Function
Materials

Tier 3
Vocabulary
Analysis

Is the product safe to use?
Are there any safety
hazards?
What the product needs to
do
What is the product made
from

Questions:

CAD

Computer Aided Design
e.g. 2D Design software

CAM

Computer Aided
Manufacture e.g. Laser
Cutter

Sustainability

Considering the environment
and preserving resources for
the future

Timbers – Sources and Origins

What unit of
measurement is used in
the workshop?

Millimetres (mm) These are part of
the metric system.
(centimetres and metres)

What tool would you use
to support a piece of wood
whilst cutting?

A vice

Where does natural
timber come from? Give
an example of a softwood
and a hardwood.

Natural timbers come from trees
and are cut into planks. Examples
are Pine (softwood) and Oak
(hardwood)

What are manufactured
boards? Give examples

Manufactured boards are made
from a mixture of wood and glue.
They are made into sheets or
boards.
Examples are plywood, MDF and
chipboard.

Give 3 advantages of
Computer Aided Design

You can produce accurate drawings
Files can be shared.
Products can be tested before they
are made.

Give 3 disadvantages of
Computer Aided Design

Expensive to set up
Files can be lost or corrupted
It removes the need for traditional
drawing skills

Definition
Detailed description using
Point, Evidence Explain

Key Facts
Answers:

CAM is using programmable
machines to manufacture products.
What is Computer Aided
This could be a CNC lathe, milling
Manufacture and what are
machine, laser cutter or 3D printer.
the advantages of it?
They are faster and more accurate
than traditional methods.

HARDWOODS
(DECIDUOUS)
Sometimes called Broadleaf trees. They lose
their leaves in winter.
Hardwoods tend to be
harder than Softwoods
(with the exception of
Balsa Wood)
SOFTWOODS
(CONIFEROUS)
Softwoods are from
trees that have
needles not leaves.
They grow quickly,
compared to most
hardwoods
Softwoods are used
by the construction
industry and are also
used to produce
paper pulp, and card
products.
MANMADE BOARDS
Manmade boards are
commonly used in the
construction industry, for
interior fittings and
furniture. The three main
types are; Plywood’s
(pictured), MDF (Medium
Density Fibre board)
Chipboard HARDWOODS

Year 8 Design and Technology STRUCTURES
Section B Forces

Section A Types of structure

Forces are just pushes and pulls in a particular direction.
Forces are shown by arrows in diagrams. The direction of the arrow shows
the direction in which the force is acting.

I can identify the four different types of structure

Shell

Natural

Manufactured

Frame

Forces acting in opposite directions will cause the object to bend.
When the material reaches its elastic limit it will deform or fracture.
It is important that we know how much load an object can take so
that it can perform its job safely.

Section C Bridge Types I can recognise the four main types of bridge

beam

arch

suspension

cantilever
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Year 8 Design and Technology GRAPHICS
Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Design Brief

A short statement describing the
aim/product

Specification

A set of detailed points
describing the product

Aesthetics

The appearance of the product

Cost

How much a product cost to
make and buy

Customer

Who will buy and/or use the
product

Environment

What impact will the product
have on the environment

Size

The dimensions and weight of
the product

Safety

Is the product safe to use? Are
there any safety hazards?

Function

What the product needs to do

Materials

What is the product made from

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Analysis

Detailed description using Point,
Evidence Explain

CAD

Computer Aided Design
e.g. 2D Design software

CAM

Computer Aided Manufacture
e.g. Laser Cutter

Sustainability

Considering the environment
and preserving resources for the
future

Materials

Key Facts

Key Vocabulary
Questions:
Where do synthetic
plastics come from?

Answers:
oil
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HIP’s stands for High Impact Polystyrene it is a type of
plastic known as a THERMOPOLYMER
These plastics can be re-heated and re-shaped in various
ways. These types of plastics can be recycled.

What is meant by a
finite resource?

Finite resources are those that
will eventually run out. They
cannot be replaced/ Coal, oil
and gas are finite resources.

What is meant by ‘Serif’ Serif fonts have ‘ticks’, sans serif
and ‘Sans Serif’?
don’t

Other Thermopolymer’s
Acrylic/ Perspex Use: car lights, CD/DVD cases, safety
glasses, machine guards, boats, baths, greenhouses
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Use: Rain coats, hose pipe,
showers curtains, inflatable dinghies, water pipes,
window frames

Packaging Symbols
Mobius Loop/Recycling symbol

Manufacturing Processes

This one is for Polyethelene
Terephthalate

The Vacuum Former

This means that the people
who make the product get a fair
price and are working in
acceptable conditions.
WEEE Bin
Waste and Electrical and
Electronic Equipment recycling
Forestry Sustainability
Commission
This shows that the material
(paper/wood) is from a
sustainable source

• The Vacuum former heats a sheet of HIP’s
until it is soft.
•
•

The mould is then placed under the soft HIP’s
Air sucks the material over the mould using the
vacuum.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A – Base Numbers

B – Converting Binary

Basics of Binary

Decimal to Binary

Computers understand electrical
signals which can only be either
• ON (1)
• OFF (0)
Binary numbers translate these ON and
OFF electrical signals into numbers that
we can understand

Start with the largest digit (leftmost)
Can you divide the conversion number
by that digit?
• Yes – set the value to 1
• No – set the value to 0
What is the remainder?

A base number is the number of values
that can be shown using only 1 digit
• Decimal has a base of 10, meaning
you can show 10 values with 1 digit
• Binary has a base of 2 meaning you
can show 2 values with 1 digit

D – Hexadecimal

C – Adding Binary Numbers

Base 16
•
•
•
1

1

0

1

1

Known as Hexadecimal or HEX for short
16 symbols to use (0-9, A-F)
Each column is a multiple of 16

0

1

Remember
In binary you can only use the digits 1 or 0

Rule 3 Carry
When you have to add 1 to 1 it makes 2 but you cannot write that. 2 in binary is 10 so you
have to put 0 down below the line and carry the 1 to the left for the next column. Just like
you carry tens across in decimal addition

Rule 4 Carry
When you have to add 1 to 1 to 1 it makes 3 but you cannot write that. 3 in binary is 11 so
you have to put 1 down below the line and carry the 1 to the left for the next column.

Converting Hexadecimal
•
•
•
•

Split the byte into two separate nibbles
Put the base 2 column heading over both nibbles
(treat each one is a new nibble)
Convert the base 2 nibbles into base 10 (decimal)
Convert into base 16 (hexadecimal) and if…
• …the number is 0-9 then leave it
• The number is 10-15 convert to letter
A-F e.g.. A – 10, B – 11, C – 12 etc.

Face structure

Half

ART PORTRAITS
PROJECT
Half of top half

Key Vocabulary
Definition

1 eye space
Half way

A likeness of a
person, especially
the face,
as a painting,
drawing,
photograph,
or verbal description.
A portrait should show emotion
and the character of a
sitter.

In line with nose
Half of bottom half

Head roughly 5 eyes wide

1

2

Pointillism
Creating a picture full of
small dots –for example the
artist George Seurat &
Aboriginal Art from
Australia

Collage

Quarter

Line

3

4

Vincent Van Gogh – used
small stokes of paint

5

6

Collage

Creating an image by cutting and
sticking different pieces of coloured
paper e.g. magazine, newspaper

Tonal Bar

Going from darkest gradually into
medium and then into the lightest
tones.

Face shapes

Portrait

Mouth in line with pupils

Vocabulary

Hairline

YEAR 8 DRAMA –IMPROVISATION
Section A: History of Proscenium Arch and Improvisation
Proscenium Since the Italian Renaissance, the most common stage used in the West has been the
proscenium stage which may also be referred to as a picture frame stage. The
Arch
primary feature is a large opening known as the proscenium arch through which the
audience views the performance.
Improvisation The earliest recorded example comes from the fourth century BC. Atellan Farces
were comic improvisations by stock characters that were popular in Rome and
contemporary Italy. A few hundred years later, commedia dell’ Arte (known as the
first form of professional theatre) productions of the 16th century were based on
stock characters and heavy on the improvisation. In fact, the art form is sometimes
called commedia dell 'Arte all' improvisation.

Brazilian practitioner
Augusto Boal.
He was interested in
interactive techniques that
explored social issues through
improvisation.

Section B: Skills/techniques
Name
Description
Multi-role Playing more than one character
play
Flashback Taking the drama back in time
Thought
Speaking your characters thoughts aloud.
tracking
Team work Having the skills to work effectively within
a group towards a common goal.

Section C: Improvisation terms
Name
Description
When you reject or ignore what other actors on
Blocking
stage are acting out. This can cause the action to
become stagnant.
Accept
The process of moving the action forward by
embracing what characters on stage are acting
out.
Constraint
A condition you must apply to a scene, so you are
Off stage players can shout
Rewind/
improvising with a set of rules.
rewind/play/pause/fast forward and the
Fast
Stimulus
An object, image, piece of music or poem which
scene players rewind etc., repeating their
forward
lines in reverse order etc.
gives you an idea for your drama.
Off stage players can shout freeze which
Freeze!
Spontaneous Unscripted drama that relies on the performer’s
will stop the action, they replace a
improvisation ability to make it up as they go long
character on stage and continue the action.
Rehearsed
An unscripted piece of drama but has been
This helps to rejuvenate the action.
improvisation rehearsed before it is performed.
Section D: Theatre timeline

Section E: Success in the process
Steps to success
Step one Work collaboratively in
every lesson. Constantly give original,
creative ideas.
Step two Apply all the theatrical skills
learnt within your practical piece.
Step three Constantly be aware of
the contribution you’ve made to the
group. Be able to give feedback on
the theatrical skills used by others.

Greek
Theatre

Medieval
Theatre

Elizabethan/
Jacobean

Commedia
dell ‘Arte/
Improvisation

Restoration
Theatre

18th
century
theatre

Victorian
Melodrama

Naturalism

Political
theatre

Theatre of the
Absurd

Kitchen
sink drama

Contemporary/
Devised

550BC

500-1500

1550-1650

1500-1700

1650-1700

1700-

1800-1900

1860-

1920-

1945-1960

1956-1970

1960-

Year 8 Music
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